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Bolinger submits 
budget proposals 
to Central Board
By Ann Joyce
Kaimin Reporter
ASUM  President David Bolinger submitted his bud­
get recommendation to Central Board last night and, 
since the ASUM  coffer is $116,074.22 richer this year, all 
but two groups got a proposed increase in their funding.
Bolinger, who deferred questions about the budget 
until formal lobbying begins tonight, said the increase in 
the budget stems from an increase in the student activity 
fee, increase in the number of students and a miscalcula­
tion of those numbers last year. After formal lobbying, 
C B  will have almost two weeks to study the budget. On 
Feb. 22, a final vote on the budget is scheduled. Unless 
C B  members requests a change in the budget, executive 
recommendation will stand.
According to the executive recommendation only the 
Mountain Patrol Company, a group which has not re­
ceived ASUM  funding in the past, was zereoed out The 
group requested $4,100. ASUM  Cultural Center Commit­
tee requested $1,610 but the recommendation called for 
them receiving only $850, the same amount it received 
last year. The executive recommendation called for all 
other groups to receive an increase over this year's allo­
cation.
Five groups are targeted for $301,424.12 of the 
$510,286.22 budget They are: ASUM  Programming with 
$79,000 recommended, up $18,000 from this year's allo­
cation; ASUM  Legal Services with $60,422.70, up $10,- 
S22; ASUM  Administration with $55,175.76, up $10,- 
532.76; Montana Kaimin with $55,000 up $1,375 and 
ASUM  Accounting with $51,725.66 up $13,225.66. The 
total increase for the five is $53,656.42.
See “Budget,” page 6.
CB votes to change 
A SU M  fiscal policy
By Eric Troyer
Kaimin Reporter
Central Board last night 
voted to put $9,000 into next 
year’s special allocation ac­
count and changed A SU M  
fiscal policy.
ASUM  fiscal policy had previ­
ously required that $15,000 be 
given to special allocations.
The two previous ASUM ad­
ministrations had lowered that 
amount to $5,000 and $7,000 
respective ly , but had not 
changed the fiscal policy, as 
was done at last night’s meet­
ing, said ASUM  Business Man­
ager Greg Gullickson.
The extra $6,000 will be avail­
able for budgeting later this 
month. There is currently an­
other $6,000 in the special allo­
cations budget.
A clause was also added that 
limits the spending of special 
allocation funds evenly into the 
academic quarters and limits 
any one allocation to $5,000.
CB also added a section to 
the ASUM  fiscal policy which:
See “CB,” Page 12.
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M ISSO ULA'S  L A TE S T  streak of warm weather has melted much of the Ice and snow in 
local creeks and rivers. The warm weather is expected to continue today with temperatures 
climbing into the 40s. (Staff photo by Ann Hennessey.)
UM Grizzlies to travel to Japan in fall for football game
By Eric Williams
Kaimin Reporter
The University of Montana 
Grizzlies will be traveling half 
way around the world next 
November to play a football 
game.
The Grizzlies will participate 
in the Mirage Bowl in Tokyo, 
and according to Harley Lewis, 
UM athletic director, the game
is “the most prestigious athletic 
event in the Far East.”
The Grizzlies will take the 
field against Army on the after­
noon of Nov. 18. Lewis said 
that last year's Mirage Bowl, 
pitting Southern Methodist Uni­
versity against the University of 
Houston, attracted 85,000 fans, 
making it the largest spectator 
event in Japan.
He added that an estimated 
70 million people watched the 
game on television. The UM - 
Army game will be carried on 
Japanese TV  and in 26 Asian 
countries, as well as being 
shown live on ESPN in- the 
United States, Lewis said.
Lew is said the m assive 
media coverage and exposure 
should benefit UM in many
ways, including football recruit­
ing.
The event will be financed by 
the motor division of Mitsubishi 
Corporation. Lewis said “no 
out of pocket money" will come 
from UM, and added the par­
ticipating teams receive an un­
disclosed guarantee for play­
ing.
“UM will be able to take the
trip and come home and rein­
vest in the total athletic pro­
gram,” Lewis said.
Along with the football team 
and staff, UM ’s cheerleaders, a 
pompon group, several univer­
sity administrators and a group 
of Native Americans will also 
make the trip.
See “Grizzly,” page 12.
Opinions
Free Delivery
Dear Mike and Mo Mansfield:
Seems that suggestion box-and-board of yours is 
the hottest thing to hit this campus since the arrival 
and burial of Paul T . Clark, although the issue of fat 
is still fairly, er, widespread these days.
Excuse me for not dropping this column into your 
receptacle, but it appears to me that you're running 
a little behind on your responses to the comments 
and questions already submitted. Furthermore, I 
doubt my observations could be squeezed onto 
one of those small slips of paper you provide. How* 
ever, feel fortunate that this will be shorter than any 
of my previous columns.
Would some remarks on the books you’ve got on 
the shelves (and oftentimes on the floor) be a logi­
cal starting-point? Or should I begin with a word or 
two criticizing the lack of a swimming pool on the 
top floor? I mean, if someone else can suggest a 
TV  lounge for your abode. I don't see what's wrong 
with desiring a refreshing dip between chapters.
Frankly, I think you've a done a fine )ob of build­
ing up a rather large collection of books —  I still 
haven't read ’em all. Presently, I'm up to the letter 
C. Yeah, you're okay in my book, Mike and Mo. I 
wouldn't worry too much about those cry-babies 
who are concerned with what they see as a short­
age of reading material on a particular subject. 
Don't listen to ’em. They probably just want a 
couple expensive volumes which they weren't lucky 
enough to get for their birthdays from their parents. 
Those people have got to realize that not only is 
your budget drastically limited, but that also the 
landlord’s on your case about heat and electricity 
bills; moreover, what little surplus you do salvage 
goes straight to the maids, butlers, and babysitters
The Right Hook*
You hear rhetoric enough to put you in a coma: 
People bitch about the government not providing 
enough services; the government snivels about not 
having enough tax money to provide services and 
defend the country at the same time.
But neither the government nor the solid middie- 
class folks that bear the biggest part of the tax bur­
den are willing to use good business sense. Amer­
ica is ignoring two of its biggest businesses.
Let's face facts, folks: Prostitution and marijuana 
are here to stay. There's nothing you nor the gov­
ernment, nor Marxism, nor the Girl Scouts, nor the 
military, nor Jerry Falwell can do about it.
It's a fact. Like gravity.
It’s also a very profitable fact. Profitable enough 
to make a business major's eyes bug out. Last 
year's domestic pot harvest was worth about $10 
billion . This golden harvest not only went untaxed, 
but tax dollars were wasted trying to destroy it. 
What a shame that our Drug Enforcement Agency, 
which should be combating the importation of dan­
gerous drugs, wastes its time and our money trying 
to thwart the harvest of America’s fourth largest 
cash crop.
The same is true for prostitution. No national sta­
tistics were available, but a single prostitute makes 
about $300 in a working day. All across America, 
this money disappears untaxed into criminal pock­
ets. If the prostitute works alone, the money usually 
goes to a pimp. If the prostitute works in a brothel,
Checking Things Out
(i.e., janitors, employees) who must clean up and 
look after those childish few who frequent the li­
brary merely to eat, drink, chew, and rip the covers 
off the periodicals in their haste to misplace them.
Of course, you've made a recent and wise effort 
in curtailing such crudities. For example, a few 
weeks ago you distributed some fliers stating ex­
actly what is prohibited under your roof. So, even 
though the guys positioned in the foyer handing out 
these announcements were not unlike Moonies in 
an airport, your attention to, and respect for, us 
non-criminal students is highly commendable.
Unfortunately, Mike and Mo, you have neglected 
to consider smoking, another oral fixation, as 
equally Inappropriate for your library. By catering 
to the nicotine-needy with your designated smoking 
lounges, your policy waxes wishy-washy. You have 
given in to the wheezy-winded demands of the 
chain-smokers who find it impossible to study with­
out a stick betwixt their fingers. For fear of losing 
smokers, in particular, you have diminished the 
available, valuable space for the student body, in 
general. It's not so much the smoking that bothers 
me, but rather the stinking air of hypocrisy accom­
panying it.
Another, perhaps the most popular, topic men­
tioned to you is the time you're open for business. I 
think your hours are perfect. Finals week, of 
course, does require some expansion. Also, I do 
question why you see It fit to get things rolling at 10 
a.m. on Saturdays and then sleep in till one on 
Sundays? But to those who curse at you for more 
hours, I suggest they show their faces on Friday 
night when it’s so empty everyone’s heartbeat 
echoes through the aisles.
Legalize toking and poking
it goes to the owner and to the mob for “protec­
tion.’'
Either way, this huge flow of cash is lost to both 
prostitute and government. And once again, the 
police, who should be preventing real crime, are 
wasting their time and our money making cosmetic 
arrests.
We've all heard that marijuana Is dangerous, but 
after decades of research, the only thing anyone 
can say for sure is that it gets people stoned. The 
National Academy of Sciences recommended in 
1982 that marijuana be legalized. But health is not 
at issue here. The cash point is. We accept a whole 
lot of dangerous things, often for purely economic 
reasons.' The factory that pollutes provides jobs 
and the cigarettes and liquor that give us cancer 
and alcoholism generate tax dollars. Marijuana 
should be there too, its revenues helping to build 
aircraft carriers, educate children and keep Amer­
ica strong.
Prostitution is a bit more controversial. This 
country is supposed to have a division of church 
and state, but citizens still infected with puritanism 
bring faith and religious prejudice to a matter which 
calls for common sense and humanity.
In most parts of the country, prostitution is the 
end of the road for Illegal aliens and runaways, 
usually girls. These girls are the prey of pimps and
by Dale Ulland
And your installation of art works brings a dra­
matically welcome difference to the otherwise drab 
decor of academe. Som e of the stuff may have 
more merit than others, and the students' opinions 
on the pieces will always attempt to sound like the 
Last W ord On Art, but disregard all that. You 
deserve thanks for the aesthetic effort.
In terms of noise-levels in the library, I cite mostly 
minor, unavoidable annoyances. For instance, I can 
still hear the copiers in the stairwell humming and 
thrusting, but heck, those things can be heard from 
the parking lot; and what would the library be with­
out socialization (e.g., the thinly-disguised mating 
rituals, the exchange of notes, and the bar-room 
banter of buddies); even the excessively loud 
“study sessions" behind the tissue-paper wails of 
the lounges are bearable. There is, however, one 
noise that really irks me. I speak of that damned 
D IN G -D O N G  doorbell you ring fifteen minutes be­
fore closing. It’s one thing, Mike and Mo, to remind 
us latenighters to leave, but you don't need to send 
us scampering under the desks for fear of a nu­
clear attack.
But, of all the comments, suggestions, and ques­
tions anyone could possibly give you, I think the 
strangest note (yet perhaps most telling one, in 
terms of students and education) was posted on 
your board late one night two weeks ago. Fastened 
not with staples but with a single thumbtack, it 
read: “Am  up on 4th floor, in the 800 aisle, with a 
six-pack and a couple blondes.” You never did re­
spond to that one, Mike and Mo. But, really, what 
was there left to say?
Signed, D. U. Anonymous
by Richard Venola
other criminal bloodsuckers. Because they're en­
gaged in illegal activity, the girls can't go to the 
police when they are abused by pimps or custom­
ers. They’re extremely vulnerable to the very worst 
elements In this country.
The legalization of prostitution would give society 
more than just tax revenue. It would give us pro­
ductive citizens. We would be bringing people in 
out of the cold, the spread of disease could be kept 
in check, and prostitutes could get health plans and 
build up retirement savings.
The benefits of the legalization of marijuana and 
prostitution go on and on, but one of the best 
would be the damage to crime in America. Our 
police would be free to combat real crime, and or­
ganized crime would lose two of its foundation 
blocks. The  only thing blocking the way to sound 
business sense is that people who don't want to 
use marijuana or prostitutes don't want anyone else 
to either. It’s patently un-American. Rejection of 
marijuana is a knee-jerk reaction for a lot of 
people, and only time and education will change 
that. But rejection of prostitution goes deeper. Most 
wives don't want prostitution because they’re 
scared their husbands will purchase services, and 
husbands are scared to support it for fear of of­
fending their wives. Only healthy communication 
will overcome these objections, and it too will take 
time.
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Letters
Cognitive ability
Editor: Dale, your fact gather­
ing techniques lack any sem­
blance of cognitive ability. My 
eyes brightened temendously 
as I read through your hole- 
filled editorial. In fact, "edito­
rial’’ is really an im proper 
usage of the word, it should 
have been called “Dale’s As­
sumption C o lu m n ." And of 
course, in the words of the 
head football coach Larry Do­
novan, when one assumes 
something you make an ASS of 
U and ME. Unfortunately Dale, 
that is what you have done. 
Thus, a systematic rebuttal is in 
order.
To  start with, you mention 
that it was “strange” that you 
saw a group of recruits head­
ing toward the library. What 
would you have us do, show 
them Dornblaser? It might hurt 
you to find out that only a very 
small percentage of football 
players make the pros, and as 
a result, every recruit here has 
that fact stressed upon them. 
The consequence of this mes­
sage is that they are shown not 
only the library, but all the 
other academic buildings on 
campus. And why not? It's a 
known fact that we have the 
poorest all-around facilities in 
the Big Sky Conference.
These poor facilities how­
ever, might, in all actuality, be 
a blessing to the U of M ath­
letes. The reason being that the 
school's traditionally fine aca­
demics are stressed to recruits 
because athletic equipment 
cannot.
Secondly, you use the term 
“bought” when referring to how 
a player chooses the University 
of Montana. In the context you 
use that word it stands totally 
with wrong meaning. “Earn” is 
a much more appropriate ad­
jective. College football is a 
365 day-a-year job. Besides 
two weeks of double day prac­
tice in August and the fall sea­
son, we have strictly monitored 
Winter conditioning, which 
comprises of four days weight 
training and one day running, 
Spring Ball, that lasts five 
weeks, and summer training 
which is of paramount Impor­
ta n ce , for it d e te rm in e s  
whether a player keeps or 
earns a scholarship. By the
tor, Harley Lewis. Mr. Lewis 
saliently pointed out to me that 
the Athletic Department wants 
all students at our events. He 
also said that the department 
exists because of our students 
and that we are very proud of 
their participation. But he fur­
ther communicated to me the 
fact that there is a strictly 
voluntary athletic fee, and that 
none of that revenue will go 
into the construciton cost of the 
new stadium. The money pro­
duced from ticket sales and 
voluntary game fees goes to 
maintaining the department of 
athletics.
Now what you are saying 
Dale is, oh sure, that's fine, so 
the athletic department really 
likes to have us at the games, 
we have a voluntary fee, of 
which none is going to the new 
stadium, and thus, we are get­
ting a great (free) 50-yardline 
student section, but there is 
still that “tomb of the 80s" foot­
ball team. That seems funny to 
me since we are the only 
Northern Division team in the 
Big Sky Conference to win the 
conference in the last ten 
years. (The Northern Division 
consists of Montana, Montana 
State, Idaho, and Weber) And 
to add insult to your ineptness, 
we have the second best three 
year combined record in the 
Big Sky under coach Donovan, 
second to only Boise State.
Fourthly, you complain about 
the $1.50 price hike of the 
Montana-Montana State game 
and the $32 athletic admission 
fee. Referring to the $1.50 
raise, the answer is simple, 
supply and demand. What is 
wrong creating more, much 
needed, revenue for the de­
partment in an instance where 
the money is practically guar­
anteed. Besides that, if you 
would have purchased the ath­
letic seasonal ticket the raise 
wouldn't have affected you at 
all.
Speaking of the Winter ath­
letic pass, you say that $32 is 
representative of “...consumer 
fraud.” That statement is as ri­
diculous as your assumptions 
get. Let the facts speak for 
themselves. There are seven 
Big Sky Conference games this 
Winter. If you pay the ticket 
price at $3.50 for each of the 
B.S.C. games, that equals 26 
dollars with the $1.50 price
way, there are sixty scholar­
ships available, and there were 
122 team members last year. 
Now Dale, how do you explain 
the obviously large percentage 
of unaided players that stick 
with it?
Thirdly, to quote your edito­
rial, you say; “...in order to bet­
ter beef up...the athletic de­
partment’s revenue, the stu­
dent body is getting screwed.” 
The student body is not getting 
cheated out of anything! To  
substantiate this point I talked 
with Montana's Athletic Direc-
raise for the M SU-UM  contest. 
Then add $3.50 more for the 
non-league home game, and 
you have a total of $29.50, just 
for mens basketball alone. This 
obviously supports the fact that 
the seasonal pass is a truely 
cost efficient way to get into 
allgames during the Winter 
quarter. Read it and weep 
Dale. And finally, in the par­
aphrased words of Harley 
Lewis, the Montana athletic 
teams serve as a great means 
of a d ve rtis e m e n t for the 
school. Athletics work as a kind
of "cohesive glue” for the many 
generous alumni that help our 
school keep going. Also, when 
the teams here are successful, 
like they have  b e e n , the 
school’s pride, spirit, and total 
feeling is vastly improved.
With these things considered, 
may be next time you consider’ 
writing about the state of the 
athletic department’s mecha­
nisms you will pull your head 
out of your assumptions and 
look for the facts.
Mark Smith
Sophomore, Psychology
Quick note
Editor: Larry Howell:
Here’s a quick note of re­
sponse to your recent "Outside 
View." I do not see the hypoc­
risy in the “Take the toys away 
from the boys” sign, pictured 
on the W om en's Resource 
Center's Newsletter, by which 
you were personally offended.
Yes, women are in the military 
too: but they are restricted 
from combat. Yes, Thatcher is 
female and head of England. 
But England is a patriarchy 
(male-dominated), in spite of 
Thatcher, and the simple truth 
is that the arms race is con­
d u c te d  by a g g r e s s iv e  
patriarchies. The sign is a 
catchy rhyme that suggests the 
fact that the world of war is
generally staged and main­
tained by men. I think that your 
criticism  of Sheila Sm ith’s 
speech is a more valid criti­
cism. But please remember 
that generalizations are used in 
every political speech delivered 
to strengthen a group's cohe­
sion. Sheila is a friend. I like 
her and respect her. Believe 
me, she knows 9II the specific 
FBI data on violent crimes 
against women, she doesn't 
hate all men except for "a few,”
and if anyone is concerned • 
about Orwellian tendencies In 
our society, it is her. If Sheila’s 
speech has an "us vs. them”
tone, it is because in the realm 
of sexual violence and “us vs. 
them” dichotomy is valid: 99 
percent of all race victims and 
93 percent of all incest victims 
are female.
I honestly appreciate your 
dedication to watching out for 
absurd rhetoric. But I suggest 
you focus on more serious per­
petrators. You question the 
credence of a few generaliza­
tions of a woman who is con­
cerned about the arms race 
and violence against women: 
meanwhile, Ronald Reagan 
states there is no hunger In the 
U.S., while there isprogress in 
Lebanon, while W einberger 
states that "patriotism and a 
desire to serve” are the rea­
sons why so many unemployed 
minorities are joining the mili­
tary. I suggest that you shift 
your critical focus, like Orwell, 
to the ones truly worthy of the 
attention.
Chris Kennedy
\
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Price of brains
Editor: Recently, a professor 
of the biology department de­
cided to purchase a human 
brain to use as a real-life . 
model in class. He traveled to 
the local meat m arket on 
scheduled bargain-day. The 
display case revealed the fol­
lowing: undergraduate brains  ̂
92 cents* per pound; graduate 
brains 97 cents per pound;
professor brains $1.03 per 
pound. Much to his surprise, at 
the far end of the counter were 
Richard Venola, Scot Franklin 
and J T  More brains $262.00 
per pound. Thoroughly per­
plexed, he asked the salesper­
son why these particular brains 
were so expensive. "My God", 
came his reply, "do you know 
how many of those type brains 
it takes to make a pound?"
Linda BullShlelds Pete 
Junior, Education
Fun and Sun 
For
Spring Break
GROUND TRIP from Spokane*^Honolulu ...............  ..........$378 J
^-ROUNDTRIP rom Missoula*
Dallas........................................ $299
Honolulu................................... $476
Los Angeles.............................$299
Mazatlan................................... $299
Orlando..................................... $468
Phoenix..................................... $249
Puerto Vallarta.........................$329
Salt Lake C ity ..........................$219
Tampa....................................... $468
Certain Restrictions Apply • Book Early and Save 
127 N. Higgins
728-7880 1-800-344-0019
Backlash effect
Editor: The column by Larry 
Howell and the letter by Julie 
Heath are just a small example 
of the backlash effect that ex­
treme feminism Is receiving all 
across the nation. In the last 
three or four years, men's 
rights organizations have been 
forming to interject a balanced 
view into the discussion of 
equality amoung the sexes.
These organizations are not 
anti-ERA but in fact are avid 
supporters of legislation that 
will place women on equal 
footing with men. What they do 
oppose is the penchant by 
many feminist organizations to 
degrade men as a whole and to 
refuse to support or recognize 
legislation that will help over­
come sexual sterotypes that 
have been placed on men by 
past societies.
Organizations such as The 
National Congress for Men and 
Men's Rights Inc. were formed 
in response to the central issue 
of concern to liberated men; 
parental equality. The concept 
of a man as a compassionate 
and capable childrearer has 
begun to be accepted in the 
1980's and this trend is sup­
ported. at least ideologically, 
by feminist organizations. The 
conflict arises when a man at­
tempts to continue this nurtur- 
J<VV ro le  a fte r  a m ar i ta l  
breakup.
In spite of recent psychologi­
cal studies that indicate that
shared custody results in a bet­
ter emotional adjustment by 
children of divorce, feminist or­
ganizations continue to lobby 
against legislation that would 
create a preference for it. This 
opposition can only be based 
on a desire to retain a certain 
amount of pwoer, the power of 
a custodial parent over a non­
custodial parent, in the proper 
"gender” category. Numerous 
female egalitarians, including 
K a re n  D e C ro w , a fo rm e r 
N.O.W. past president, have 
denounced this position and 
are currently working with the 
National Congress for Men.
Other areas, such as stress 
induced health problems faced 
by men and the question of 
whether men receive harsher 
criminal penalties than women, 
are being explored by men's 
groups. In addressing these 
and other questions dealing 
with the inequality of the sexes, 
a coalition of organizations 
composed of men and women 
is needed in order to bridge 
the gender gap that feminist 
organizations have effectually 
widened by there unwarranted 
attacks on men.
Paul Toennls 
Graduate, Law
Brilliant review
Editor: I want to thank re­
p o rte rs  M a rk  G ro v e  and 
Heather McDonald for another 
brilliant Kaim en (sic) review 
/article. Finally, after pages of
M o n t a n a  R k p k r t o r y  T u k a t k i :
CONCEIVEd-SV'fJPkRfV K fT E  .
1 WUjH_MEL MARVIN AfrtB g A « Y  P ^ R u f  -  f
DREN of a 
LESSER GOD 
>y M A R K  M E D O R
Tintypes, Feb. 8, 9, 15, 18
Children of a Lesser God 
Feb. 10, 11, 16, 17 
The University Theatre, 8:00 PM 
For Reservations Call 243-4581
Montana Roportoty Theatre is supported in part by grants I rom National 
Endowment tor the Arts, Montana Arts Council. Western Stales Arts Foundation. 
Champion international Corporation, and University ot Montana Montana 
Repertory Theatre is an Associate member ol the Theatre Communications 
Qroup (T C G ). the national service organization lor the non-prolil professional 
theatre.
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drivel, they have written on a 
band that the average student 
might have heard. They even 
liked the concert which seems 
to be a significant break­
through for Kaim en(sic) re­
porting. They even got a few 
things right. The crowd had a 
good time and was well-be­
haved for its size. Also that ZZ 
played some excellent party 
rock. But what else did they in­
clude?
— How much they enjoyed 
blowing off school.
— How great of a time they 
had during their escape into al­
cohol and drugs.
— Their anti-religious senti­
ments.
— H ow  m uch of a w im p 
schnapps drinkers are (Mark 
Grove certainly isn't a wimp. I 
watched as sheriff deputies 
pried a pint of BV from his 
hands.)
— How ZZ’s sound didn't vary 
all night.
We did not hear that they 
played to one of the field- 
house’s biggest concert 
crowds for only an hour and a 
half. O r that they performed a 
nice assortment of rock and 
blues. Or of new security pro- 
c e e d u re s  to m in im ize  the 
crowd on the floor.
All we do know is that Mark 
and Heather had a good time 
and got wasted.
Did the Kaimen (sic) pay for 
this? Did these people get 
passes into the concert? How 
can ASUM  justifiably fund this 
crap? Unless responsible jour­
nalism starts to be printed by 
the Kaimen (sic) their budget 
should be chopped. Our jour­
nalism school should be wor­
ried if this is what fifth-year 
seniors know. How about a 
review next time, eh Kaimen 
(sic).
Timothy K. Borchers 
Senior, History
Bravo!
Editor: Bravo! The Kaimin is 
to be commended for its edito­
rial of the third entitled “Ex­
ploding Myths.” Howell ex­
posed Ronald Reagan’s shal­
low understanding of the prob­
lem of poverty. Voluntary dep­
rivation is a ludicrous concept; 
Reagan's statement that many 
are homeless by choice belies 
his marginal commitment to 
equal economic opportunity.
Howell has done us a favor 
by calling Reagan's beliefs into 
question. Reaganomics claims 
to dispense prosperity to all, 
but in reality favors those who 
already have money In the 
bank and It’s time we consid­
ered the good of the whole, 
rather than the profit of the In­
dividual. As W oody Guthrie 
once sang, "Believe it or not, 
you won't find it so hot, if you 
ain't got the do-re-m l.” Thank 
you.
Thomas R. Robison 
Junior, Education
BLOOM COUNTY________________________ by Bertie Breathed
T r a v e l
Thrifty
Sports 1
Talent abounds in this year's recruitment class says Donovan
Sixth-year G rizzly Coach 
Larry Donovan announced yes­
terday that 26 high school sen­
iors have signed National Let­
ters of Intent to play college 
football here.
“The 1984 recruiting class, 
especially in the offensive 
backfield, has to be one of the 
m ost potent and talented 
g ro u p s  we have e ve r 
recruited," Donovan said.
He added, “It is truly a break­
through when we recruit an 
athlete (Mike Ehlers) who was 
recruited hard by the Pac-10 
and other similiar conferences. 
Our conference is worthy as is 
our university and we finally 
got one of those athletes to ac­
cept us.”
Ehlers is a 6-foot-2, 190- 
pound tailback from West Linn 
High School, Wilsonville, Ore.,
who rushed for over 1,000 
yards, was an all-state selec­
tion, as well as all-conference 
last year. He runs the 40-yard 
dash in 4.4, high Jumps 6-foot- 
8 and long jumps over 20 feet.
He also excells in basketball 
as he led his school’s basket­
ball league in scoring and re­
bounding.
Also included In this year’s 
recruits is Brad Salonen, broth­
er of UM ’s all-time leading re­
ceiver, Brian Salonen. Brad is 
6-foot-0 tight end from Great 
Falls High School. He was a 
second team all-state selec­
tion. Th e  rest of U M ’s new 
recruits, by position, name and 
hom e tow n, are: offensive 
backs; Jim  Ambrose, Shaun- 
burg, III.; LeRoy Foster, Chica­
go; John Huestis, Great Falls.
Defensive linem an: W ard
Crawford, Spokane, Wash.; 
D avid  K lu tin g , M o n m o u th , 
Ore.; Jim Kavanaugh, Chicago; 
and Luke Kratz, Lethbridge, Al­
berta.
The only linebacker was J.C . 
Campbell from Steilacoom, 
Wash.
Defensive backs: Paul Lamb, 
Spokane, Wash; Ron Marceau, 
Great Falls;, and David Reeves, 
Sedro Woolley, Wash.
Yugoslav skater puts flame to torch and the games are on
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia —  A 
pretty Yugoslav figure skater 
raced up 94 steps to light the 
Olympic torch today after Mika 
Spiljak, Yugoslavia’s president, 
intoned, “I now declare the XIV 
Winter Olympics Games offi­
cially open.”
After the flame was lit by 19- 
year-o ld Sanda Dubravcic, 
hundreds of balloons, flocks of
doves and colored smoke filled 
the cold, hazy sky over Kosevo 
Stadium.
The capacity crowd warmly 
greeted the 1,500 athletes from 
a record 49 countries during 
the traditional entry march, but 
saved its loudest applause for 
its own, the 75-member Yugo­
slav team.
Loud cheers also rang out as
the United States' team, clad in 
suede jackets and blue jeans 
with red cuffs, marched around 
the stadium track waving white 
cowboy hats.
W e lco m e d  by chants of 
“ U SA, U S A ,” the American 
team walked proudly behind 
luger Frank Masley, who was 
chosen by team members to 
carry the U.S. flag.
“ It's probably one of the 
proudest moments of my life," 
Masley said before the cere­
mony. “I’m super happy.”
As part of the ceremony, the 
Olympic flag was transfered by 
a delegation from Lake Placid, 
N.Y., site of the 1980 Games, to 
the new host city, Sarajevo.
For the next 11 days, Sara­
jevo, for centuries a world 
crossroads, holds center stage.
This is the second time the 
Olympics have been held in a 
communist country. The 1980 
S u m m e r  G a m e s  w e re  in 
Moscow.
“Since 1955 there have been 
rumors of the Olympics coming 
here. I never dreamed I would 
see it happen," said 56-year- 
old Dovi Aziz, a Sarajevo busi­
nessman.
By Jerry Wright Enough Already
Gold medal for garbage goes to A B C
What the hell was John Denver doing on my 
TV  Tuesday night when I wanted the Winter 
Olympics?
To  watch three periods of Olympic hockey, I 
had to endure endless slobbering over the U.S. 
hockey team's “miracle of 1980,” a history les­
son on the beginings of modern geopolitics, a 
couple of quasi-crocked ex-jocks monopolizing 
what would otherwise have been a good bar and 
of course Rocky Mountain Johnny gushing his 
own brand of musical guano. Three times we 
had to watch him croon to the Yugoslavian 
mountains. Three times I was on the verge of 
throwing something heavy through the screen.
The Olympics are neat, guys, but what kind of 
crap is this? Ahhh but this was not just sports 
coverage. This was....“The Gold...and Beyond.” 
Beyond belief.
ABC  Sports promised us the most extensive 
coverage of winter Olympics ever. It gave us 
some pretty extensive coverage alright, of abso­
lutely nothing.
O .K ., watching all of those lovely fannys 
bounce off the ice in the short ice-skating bloop­
ers segment was entertaining, but it was coun­
tered by so much hype and tripe that even ABC 
sunk to new lows.
One example of how A B C  stretched a half 
hour’s worth of content into three hours of non­
sense:
To  tell us about the alpine skiing events, Jim 
McKay braves the streets of Sarejevo in his sub­
tle day-glo red, white and blue vinyl ABC  Sports 
jacket in search of his cohorts Bob Beattie and 
Frank Gifford. He finds them in a smokey little 
bar behind several empty bottles of local fire­
water. Jim grabs a glassand they begin to dis­
cuss skiing over after getting the locals to pipe 
down.
“Quiet, this is American TV .”
Our subtle emissaries of good will.
But even worse than watching John Denver 
sing (what happened to his glasses anyway?), 
was being forced to relive America’s pinnacle of 
achievement, beating the Russians in hockey. 
Hell, we beat them in areas like arms sales to 
third world countrys every year, what's so spe­
cial about a hockey game?
Well ABC  thought it was pretty special. The
announcer even asked, “how many events in life 
are there that you can recall exactly where you 
were when you heard about them?” as if the out­
come of a hockey game were one of them. Sure, 
it was great but I had a hard time remembering 
where the game was let alone where I was.
What is unconcsionable about the hype is the 
added pressure it must be putting on the new 
team. The big question, posed over and over 
was: “Can they do it again?”
Unfortunately this year's team didn't cooperate 
with the overkill and went quietly to the Canadi­
ans 4-2. I’m not sure who was more disap­
pointed, the team or ABC  for having the wind 
knocked out of its sails.
And to top it off, they didn't even show us the 
whole game. Somebody would score a goal with 
15 minutes to go, we’d watch a commercial 
about the official Olympic beer, and magically 
there would be two minutes left.
Well this was all opening night. Maybe as the 
week progresses A B C  will remember what it is 
there for. And for God’s sake, send John D. 
back to Colorado.
X IV  Winter Olympics
S A R A JEV O , Yugoslavia —  
Swedish Ski star Ingem ar 
Stenmark, ineligible for the 
Winter Olympics because of 
co m m e rcia l paym ents, 
predicted Wednesday that the 
Games would be opened to 
professionals w ithin eight 
years.
Stenmark, who won two gold 
medals in Lake Placid four 
years ago, is banned for re­
ceiving endorsement money 
directly from manufacturers of 
skiing equipment.
“I don’t feel any more profes­
sional than other athletes,” 
Stenmark told a news confer­
ence organized by his Yugo­
slav ski sponsors.
“I think Olympic Games will 
go open in eight years," Sten­
mark added.
Asked to pick Sarajevo's 
likely gold medalists in the 
slalom events, the Swedish ace 
said there were no clear favor­
ites. "There are at least 10 
skiers who can win the slalom.”
“But If it is an icy course,
then I think Bojan Krizaj (of Yu­
goslavia) could do it,” Sten­
mark said.
The Swede said he would 
continue to compete in World 
C u p  races next year and 
“maybe for another couple of 
years if I am still enjoying the 
sport.”
S A R A JEV O , Yugoslavia —  
Jeff Hastings of Norwich, Vt., 
the brightest U.S. hope for a 
ski jumping medal at the Win­
ter Olympics, turned in the 
longest jump of the day during 
a 70-meter training session 
Wednesday.
Hastings flew 305 feet on his 
second jump, the longest jump 
recorded during the three 
training sessions at Malo Polje, 
where the 70-meter competi­
tion will be staged on Sunday.
Hastings had the third-best 
jump, 278 feet, in the opening 
jump. Finland’s Pentti Kokko- 
nen was best in the first of two 
jumps Wednesday, at 292 feet. 
Klaus Ostwald of East G er­
many was second at 288 feet.
Following Hastings in the 
second round were Ostwald at 
301 and Vladimir Podzimek of 
Czechoslovakia at 296.
East Germany's Jens Weiss-
flog, the W orld C u p  jum p 
leader this season, didn't take 
part in the training session. De­
fending World Cup champion 
Matti Nykaenen of Finland, 
second in the ratings this year, 
posted the longest first-round
distance jump —  295 fe e t-------
but fell and was placed 31st. 
His second jump, 275 feet, was 
only 20th best of the second 
round.
Two-time World Cup cham­
pion Armin Kogler of Norway, 
15th in the first round with a 
jump of 255 feet, improved to 
fourth the next time down the 
hill with a leap of 295 feet.
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U.S. Steel agrees to $700 million business transaction
P ITTSBU RG H  —  U.S. Steel 
Corp. has agreed In principal 
with National Intergroup Inc. to 
acquire National's steel, iron 
ore and coal businesses, offi­
cials said today just a day after 
the nation's largest steel pro­
ducer reported it lost $1.6 bil­
lion last year.
U .S . Steel said the deal, 
which includes National's long­
term debt, involves about $575 
million In cash and stock. Na­
tional Intergroup valued the 
deal at about $700 million.
National Steel Corp., a wholly 
owned subsidiary of National 
Intergroup, is the nation’s 
fourth-largest steel producer.
U.S. Steel plans to finance 
the acquisition In part with a
public offering of stock, Chair­
man David Roderick said In a 
statement.
"Im pro ve d cost and effi­
ciency by acquisition as well as 
by shutdown is a necessary 
part of the program which we 
have under way,” Roderick 
said.
The agreement calls for U.S. 
Steel to acquire National's 
plants at Ecorse, Mich.; Por­
tage, Ind.; and Granite City, III., 
along with coal reserves of 
about 300 million tons and iron 
ore reserves of about 450 mil­
lion tons.
The transaction is subject to 
a definitive agreement. Trading 
in U.S. Steel stock was delayed 
this morning pending the an­
nouncement.
National's steel group posted
an operating profit of $22.1 
million before special write-offs 
in 1983.
With Tuesday's earnings re­
port, Roderick had predicted a 
“major turnaround” would fol­
low the company’s worst quar­
ter on record, a $983 million 
loss for the last three months 
of 1983, the largest quarterly 
deficit in U.S. corporate his­
tory.
H r t ,
House approves aid legislation
W ASH IN G TO N  —  The House 
approved legislation Tuesday 
tying continued U.S. aid to El 
Salvador to improvements in 
that nation's human rights poli­
cies and an end to right wing 
death squads.
The legislation, approved by 
voice vote, would require that 
the Reagan administration cer­
tify every six months that the 
U.S.-supported government in 
El Salvador is making a “con­
certed and significant effort” to 
guarantee human rights to its 
citizens and was reigning in its 
military forces to end “indis­
criminate torture and murder 
of civilians. ..."
The bill would also condition 
U.S. military aid on progress in 
land reform in El Salvador, on 
negotiations with communist- 
led guerrillas and on evidence 
that the government was seri­
ously investigating the deaths 
of Americans in the country.
During a congressional re­
cess last December, President 
Reagan used a pocket veto —  
a legislative device under 
which legislation dies without 8
The ROCKING HORSE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Rocking Horse 
Saloon
Mon. Tues.
TH IS  WEEK
Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.
6 7
Ladies
Night
8 HOI 9
Shot
Night
10. 11 12
BROW N SHOES
SPECIAL EVENTS
W orking  fo r the W eekend  H a p p y  H o u r
Tuesday-Thursday 9-11 p.m.
2 Drinks for the Price of 1 on Our Premium Well
HAPPY HOUR Monday-Friday 5-7 p.m.
$1.00 Well Drinks $1.95 Margaritas And lots of great food!
Don’t Forget Our
Sunday Brunch
9:00 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M.
Southgate Mall Missoula, M T
presidential signature —  to kill 
an identical El Salvador certfi- 
cation measure.
Some members of Congress 
are challenging that veto in
court, but supporters of the 
legislation decided to go ahead 
and approve a new certification 
bill which now goes to the Re­
publican-led Senate which has 
also passed the legislation.
Budget
Continued from page 1.
Below is a listing of the 51 organizations that asked for 
ASUM  funding. In the first column is the amount the orgainza- 
tions requested and in the other the amount Bolinger's executive 
budget recommends they get.
GROUP___________  REQUEST. EXECUTIVE
RECOMMENDATION
ASUM Accounting, $51,725.68,
ASUM Administration, 55,175.76,
UM Advocates, 10,165.,
Alpine Ski Team, 930.,
UM Baseball Club. 1,500,
Black Student Union, 1,035,
Campus Recreation, 21,730,
Campus Recreation Facilities, 23,674.30,
ASUM Campus Recycling Committee, 460.,
UM Chamber Chorale, 2,500,
UM Chamber Orchestra, 3,095,
Computer Club 469,
AWFC Ctondave, 800,
ASUM Cultural Center Committee, 1,610, 
CutBank Magazine, 6,025,
ASUM Day Care Program, 20,150,
Forestry Students Association, 1,200, 
Interfratemity Council, 3,495.25, 
international Students Association, 2,170,
UM Jazz Band.6,862,
Kyl-Yo Indian Club, 5,106,
Leadership Workshop Committee, 107,
ASUM Legal Services, 60,422.70,
ASUM Legislative Committee, 16,650,
Montana Kaimln, 60,029.50,
Montana Masquers, 9,900,
Mountain Patrol Company,4,100,
Nordic Ski Team, 850,
UM Panhetlenlc Conference, 2,090,
Phoenix, 1,518,
ASUM Programming, 86,770.00,
UM Rodeo Club, 6,205,
UM Men's Rugby Football Ctub.4,292,
UM SHvertlp Sky divers, 6.4 3 1 ,
UM Soccer Club, 1,000,
Spanish Club, 530,
UM Tanan of Spurs, 1,014.79,
Student Action Center, 12,964.80,
Student Homecoming Advisory Committee 1,735, 
Student Physical Therapy Association, 738. 
Students for a New Stadium,3,925.60,
UM Symphonic Band 7,136,
Tutoring, 5,000,
University Dance Ensemble, 5,915.
Wildlife Society,1,000,
Wilderness Studies ’and Information 
557.48,
Missoula’s Betterside Women’s Rugby 1,137, 
Women’s Resource Center 10.365.
UM Woodsmens Team, 450,
Young Artists String Quartet. 103.10.
Special Allocatlons,7,000,
$51,725.66
55,175.76
9.500 
700 
350 
900.
21,736
23,674.30
225
2.200
1,700
469
400
650
5.500 
27,500
900
1.500 
2,000 
5,350
5.000 
107
60,422.70
16.500
55.000
6.000
0
700
1.500 
1,518
79.000 
4,900
700
2.295
600
390
800
12.000 
700. 
700.
3,925
3 ,950.
5.000
2.000
850.
Center, 17,-
15,500
700.
9,600.
200.
170
7,000
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World News
THE WORLD
PARIS —  A  lone gunm an 
shot and killed the United Arab 
E m ira te s ' a m b a s s a d o r  to 
France outside the diplomat’s 
Paris home today, police said. 
There was no immediate claim 
of responsibility.
They said the ambassador, 
Khalifa Ahmed Abdel Aziz A l- 
Mubarak, was shot in the left 
temple as he left his apartment 
building on the Avenue Charles 
Floquet, only a few hundred 
yards from the Eiffel Tower. 
The gunman fired once and 
fled on foot, according to Al- 
Mubarek's unarmed chaffeur.
A l-M u b a r a k  u n d e rw e n t 
emergency surgery at Paris' 
Saint Anne Hospital, but died 
four hours after being shot, a 
hospital spokeswoman said.
Police said witnesses de­
scribed the gunman as being 
about 35 years old, wearing a 
blue blazer and white sports 
shoes. Officers said they recov­
ered two shell casings at the 
scene from a 7.65-mm. semi­
automatic pistol.
The Emirates Embassy said 
the ambassador was about 40 
years old, married and the 
father of two children. They re­
fused all other comment.
French Foreign Ministry offi­
cials said he had been ambas­
sador to France since 1980.
The French Foreign Ministry 
condemned the shooting as an 
“odious act" and said it would 
do everything possible to “pun­
ish the guilty.”
On Tu e sd a y, unidentified 
gunmen assassinated exiled 
Ira n ia n  G e n . G h o la m  A li 
Oveissi and his brother on a 
Paris street. Both men were 
shot in the head.
Since Decem ber 1974, 11 
diplomats or embassy officials 
have been killed in France, in­
cluding Col. Charles Ray, as­
sistant military attache at the 
U.S. Embassy in Paris. Ray was 
shot to death on a Paris street 
on Jan. 18, 1982.
B E IR U T , Lebanon —  Th e  
U.S. battleship New Jersey 
turned big guns on Syrian- 
controlled territory, blasting 
Druse artillery positions for 
tours with half-ton shells, mak­
ing good on President Rea­
gan’s promise to support Leba­
non’s government with fire­
power.
NATION
W ASH IN G TO N  (AP ) —  Using 
sound waves to get pictures of 
a fetus in the womb appears to 
be safe, but doctors should not 
use the procedure routinely, a 
National Institutes of Health 
panel concluded Wednesday.
After three days of consider­
ing numerous studies of ultra­
sound imaging, the panel of 
experts said the widely used
procedures appear to be safe 
and useful in most incidences.
But, because of some indica­
tions of small theoretical risks 
based on laboratory studies, 
the group said it would be pru­
dent not to recommend routine 
use of the procedure.
The panel listed almost 30 
medical reasons that could jus­
tify using h ig h -fre q u e n c y  
sound waves to get images of a 
fetus and its surroundings in a 
mother’s body.
These reasons include estab­
lishing the developmental age 
of the fetus for purposes of 
planning unusual deliveries, 
evaluation of fetal growth to 
look for indications of disease, 
suspected multiple fetuses in 
the womb, and as a means to 
back up other tests to deter­
mine the condition of the fetus 
and the mother.
Dr. Fredric Frigoletto of the 
Harvard Medical School, chair­
man of the panel, also said the 
group recommended that med­
ical societies establish mini­
mum training requirements for 
doctors and technicians doing 
ultrasound imagings in offices 
and hospitals.
Th e  panel estim ated that 
one-third to one-half o f  all 
pregnant women in the United 
States get at least one ultra­
sound scan during the^gourse 
of a pregnancy.
MONTANA
GARD IN ER —  Three bison 
that wandered out of Yellow­
stone National Park were shot 
to death by state game war­
dens Tuesday morning, offi­
cials said.
Ron Marcoux, associate di­
rector of the state Department 
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, said 
the animals were shot as part 
of a cooperative boundary con­
trol p ro g ra m  betw een the 
agency and the park.
In addition, he said, the bison 
may have carried brucellosis. 
The carcasses were taken to 
Bozeman for testing.
The animals had crossed the 
park boundary into the Eagle 
Creek area a few miles north of 
Gardiner, Marcoux said.
“If they were on the edge of 
the (park) boundary, we'd con­
sider herding,” he said. How­
ever, he said the distance from 
the park and the terrain ruled 
out herding the bison back.
LeRoy Ellig, regional supervi­
sor for the state fish and wild­
life agency in Bozeman, said 
meat from the bison will be 
sold at a regularly scheduled 
auction of confiscated game 
next week.
Ron Aesheim, administrator 
of the agency's Conservation 
Education Division, said the 
three bulls represented 2,240 
p o u n d s  of d r e s s e d  a n d  
skinned meat.
Ellig said the hide and horns 
will probably be sold at a tro­
phy auction sometime in April. 
He said officials know of no 
other bison that have wan­
dered out of the park.
Park officials had said that, 
because of the growing num­
ber of bison in Yellowstone, 
they would no longer herd buf­
falo back to the park as they 
have in the past. The park’s 
bison herd numbers more than 
2,000.
“We've reached a coopera­
tive agreement with the state 
that we're going to live up to,” 
said Assistant Superintendent 
Ben Clary. “If bison cross the 
park boundary, they become 
the responsibility of the state 
fish and game department.”
Clary said the park herded 
bison two years ago because it 
had the available personnel. 
Now, he added, “I don't think 
we have the resources to herd 
all the bison that would exit the
THINK KINKO’S
Quality Copies 
Fast Sorvics
E E H E H I
late night hours 
531 S. HIGGINS
park.”
The park will probably con­
tinue to collect animals that 
w ander into ne arb y towns, 
such as Gardiner and West 
Yellowstone, but “when they 
cross the boundary into wilder­
ness, so to speak, I don’t think 
we'd try to pursue the ani­
mals," Clary said.
Marcoux indicated that the 
way future wandering buffalo
are handled will depend on 
how far they travel from the 
park.
•M ISSOU LA —  The Missoula 
County Attorney’s Office said 
yesterday it has not decided 
whether to press charges in 
connecion with the stabbing of 
a UM student at the ZZ Top  
concert Sunday.
• Two for One 
Drinks 7-9 PM
XT-93 and Tijuana Cantina
ST. VALENTINE'S 
DAY MASSACRE
Saturday Night
•  FREE Champagne at Midnight 
• 20’s Costume Contest
Dress up like Bonnie & Clyde,
Al Capone & get in FREE
1  r j u t h t
NOT JUST A BAR . . . IT'S A PARTY] 
Downtown—Under the Acapulco
DANCE TO 
FANATIC
Western Montana’s Station that Plays the Hits!
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Teddies
Corselletes
Bra & Parity 
Sets
Garter Belts 
Fanny Wraps
In  im a ia tib le co lon  
and fabrica . .
^ t z s ic z k '
® i SOUTHGATE MALL
Give Your Valentine A Gift of 
Timeless Romance . . .
Prices are average but if  convenience is a bargain, the Bookstore delivers
By Jill Trudeau
Kalinin Reporter
Although prices In the Uni­
versity Center Bookstore tend 
to be higher than in discount 
stores such as Buttrey Food 
Stores, the Bookstore's prices 
are competitive with other uni­
versity area grocery stores.
Based on a random compari­
son of 10 food and hygiene 
items commonly used by stu­
dents (see chart below), the 
B o o k sto re  ch a rg e d  low er 
prices for more items than 
Freddy's Feed and Read and 
Worden’s Super Market.
But in a comparison of the
same items with Grizzly Gro­
cery, four items were cheaper 
at the Bookstore and one Item 
was priced the same.
Only one item was less ex­
pensive at Buttrey than at the 
Bookstore.
Bryan Thornton, UC  Book­
store general manager, said 
the higher prices reflect that 
the Bookstore purchases a 
lower quantity of merchandise 
than Buttrey does.
“There's no comparison in 
quantity,” he said. “They (But­
trey) probably buy as much In 
a day as we do in a month."
Although Buttrey belongs to 
the Jewel Co. food chain, Lyle
Slaght, manager of the Buttrey 
Eastgate store, said he could 
not say whether the larger 
quantity purchased for Buttrey 
was the cause of its lower 
prices.
He said he would have to 
know more about the Book­
store’s purchases to make 
such a judgement.
Income from university stu­
dents is “a very important part 
of our business.” Slaght added.
Thornton said food and hy­
giene items are offered as a 
convenience to students, but 
the Bookstore doesn't attempt 
to compete with grocery or dis­
count stores.
Paper items such as spiral 
notebooks, loose-leaf note­
book paper and typew riter 
paper were difficult to compare 
because of different brand 
names, but Thornton said the 
Bookstore's paper items may 
be more expensive because of 
a the higher quality of paper 
used.
Paper of heavier weight and 
with a higher cotton content 
lasts longer, he said, and this is 
Important for students who will 
use their notes in the future.
The Bookstore is a member 
of the Western College Book­
store Association, along with 
56 other universities, and as 
such must abide by certain
standards of quality, Thornton 
explained.
Thornton said the Bookstore 
is offered as a service to stu­
dents and does not charge 
high prices to make large prof­
its.
In its last fiscal year (July 1, 
1982 through June 30, 1983), 
the Bookstore’s Income after 
expenses was $14,221, about 
0.5 percent of its total sales of 
$2,668,000.
The year before, the Book­
store lost $5,804.
“There’d be no business in 
the world that would stay open” 
under these conditions, Thorn­
ton said.
IT E M SIZE U C B S
Crest Toothpaste 4.6 oz. 1.56
Wheat Thins 
Vaseline Intensive
10 oz. 1.29
Care Lotion 
Folger's Coffee
6 oz. 1.94
Regular Grind 
Mennen
16 oz. 3.99
Speed Stick 
Band-Aid Plastic
2.5 oz. 2.51
Bandages 30 1 in. x 3 in. 2.06
Tampax 40 (reg.) 
it
3.95
Scotch Transparer
Tape 13.8 yrd. .72
Dial Soap 5 oz. .78
Kleenex 1.75
9.20 x 8.50 in.
1.18
BUTTREY*S FREDDY'S
6RIZ
6R0CERY W 0R D EITS
1 .4 9 1 .9 0 1 .7 9 1 .8 1
1 .2 5 1 .4 0 1 .4 5 —
1 .8 5 2 .1 0 1 .9 9 —
2 .7 3 — 4 .1 9 4 .1 9
2 .2 9 — 2 .4 3 2 .7 9
1 .9 5 _ _
3 .7 9 3 .7 0 3 .5 0 —
.7 9 _ .7 2
.5 9 — .4 9 .5 7
.8 9 .8 9 1 .0 7 —
Candidate backs M X  missiled 
nuclear power plants
By Judy Kerfoot
K»hnln Contributing Reporter
A Democratic candidate for 
the U.S. Senate, Ropert Ripley, 
said Wednesday that MX mis­
siles should be placed in Mon­
tana and that he supports 
building nuclear power plants 
In Montana.
academic atmosphere,” spoke 
to about 40 students in the 
Journalism Library at the Uni­
versity of Montana.
“ M ontana needs stronger 
representation and less con­
versation,” from its senator, ac­
cording to Ripley, who is run­
ning against incumbent Sen. 
Max Baucus.
—  means the item was not available in that store.
Clark Fork
g L U T O N
4 L L y N -P L A C E
with DAN SILVER
Mixing It Up with Variety Rock
>4 THREE PIECE
Thurs. Fri. Sat.
at the
Ripley, who said he was Ripley answered with an une- 
“bashfu|.,£bout c o m in g , to van quivocal "yes” when asked
whether MX missiles should be 
placed in Montana, and added 
that he would place the MX “in 
my backyard” if necessary.
If elected, Ripley intends to 
join a bipartisan committee 
which will insist that Congress 
balance the budget. Ripley, 
who spent 35 years in the 
Navy, said the defense budget 
has to be cut and claims he 
knows as well as anybody how 
io  do that
“Ignorance and pork-barrel­
ing” on the part of Congress is 
reason for the Defence Depart­
ment's large budget, Ripley 
said, adding that no item in the 
defense budget should be con­
sidered a “sacred cow.”
Ripley said that all types of 
energy are needed in the 
Northwest, including nuclear 
power, because industry is 
moving into the region.
The Social Security system is 
in trouble according to Ripley.
“We cant kid people that it’s 
going to last, ” he said.
He supports a bi-partisan ef­
fort to save the system and 
wants to study pension plans 
for labor, military, and govern­
ment employees.
While he would like to see 
the Equal Rights Amendment 
pass, Ripley does not support 
legalized abortion.
Furthur scrutiny of social 
programs is needed .Ripley 
said. While he does not want to 
see funding for these programs 
cut, he would like to see them 
run more efficiently.
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Coach Doug Brenner is also the grizzly pool's main man
By Ray Ekness
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
The license plate on his car 
reads “SW IM U M .” That’s what 
he knows best— swimming at 
the University of Montana.
However, Doug Brenner is 
not just the aquatic director at 
UM , he is also the women’s 
swim team coach.
Brenner, 27, was on the Griz­
zly swim team from 1974 to 
1977. He was recruited out of 
high school in Portland, Ore. 
He remained at UM  as an as­
sistant women’s swim coach 
until he graduated in 1979 with 
degrees in business manage­
ment and health and physical 
education.
He then coached at a high 
school in his hometown until 
1981, when he came back to 
UM to take over the UM  swim­
ming program.
As aquatic director, Brenner 
directs all activities associated 
with the Grizzly Pool. He said 
his jobs take a lot of time, but 
he enjoys them.
He wishes he had at least 
one other part-time or full-time 
employee, besides UM  stu­
dents, because it gets hectic 
trying to schedule workers dur­
ing final’s week. Brenner has a 
staff of 40 student employees.
B re n n e r  c o m m a n d s  h is  
troops from an office stuck 
away in a corner of the Grizzly 
Pool office. He has a fan blow 
cool air into the small warm of- , 
fice.
Outside his office, in the pool j 
area, there are bulletin boards 
with pictures of his women’s 
swim team and the swimmers 
who have qualified for this 
year’s N C A A  Division II Sw im - . 
ming and Diving Cham pion- I 
ships. The national meet will be 
held March 7-10 at Hofstra 
University in Long Island, NY. j 
Brenner has 14 women on I 
this year’s team. He said the 
team is better than last year's. 
“We’re swimming faster,” he 
said, “but we can still be a bet­
ter team.”
Last year, the UM  squad 
broke 22 of 23 school records. 
This year, the team has set five 
new records, but Brenner said 
he expects more records dur­
ing the national meet.
O n e  s w im m e r, fre shm a n  
Karin Schanzle from Roy, Utah, 
is undefeated this year. Four 
other swimmers, along with 
Schanzle, have qualified in in­
dividual events for the national 
meet.
Brenner expects to take a 
total of eight swimmers to na­
tionals. He said some of the 
swimmers are just tenths of 
seconds away from qualifying. 
Last year, UM placed 17th at 
nationals.
“One of our goals is to main­
tain second place in our con­
ference,” he said. Brenner said 
the University of Washington 
has won the conference for 
years because of their depth.
The Pacific West Swimming 
and Diving Conference will 
hold its championship meet on 
Feb. 16-18 in Eugene, Ore. 
Oregon State, Oregon, Wash­
ington State, Idaho, P uget 
Sound and Sim on-Fraser are 
the other universities in the 
conference.
Brenner said most of his 
swimmers could swim on Divi­
sion I teams. (U M  is in Division 
II.) However, he said they come 
to Missoula because of the size 
of the school and community. 
Also, more swimmers have a 
chance to go to the Division II 
nationals because the stand­
ards are lower, he said.
He said there is a lot more 
pressure on Division I teams. 
"You’re looking at your Olym ­
pic swimmers” at the Division I 
national meet, he said.
Brenner had eight UM  swim­
mers earn All-American honors 
in last year's Division II national 
meet. Six of those All-Am eri­
cans returned this year.
For all the time Brenner puts 
into coaching and managing 
the pool, he said he feels swim­
ming does not receive a lot of 
support from the administra-.
| tion.
“W tf redone of the'ltftvdt’ prior­
ity sports on campus in the 
women’s area,” he said.
Brenner said the administra­
tion could give more support to 
women’s swimming in terms of 
more scholarships and more 
travel money.
DOUG BRENNER, women’s swim coach and grizzly pool manager motivates his 
swimmers with a smile at workout Wednesday afternoon. (Photo by Hugh M Kill- 
bourne) '  8
U M  c u rre n tly  has 5 full 
scholarships which are broken 
up be tw e en the te a m . A n 
N C A A  Division II school is al­
lowed 9 full scholarships. Bren­
ner said even one more schol­
arship would help.
Looking back to his days as a 
Grizzly swimmer, Brenner said 
he would like to see a men’s 
swim m ing program  back at 
UM . He said it would be good 
for Montana, which doesn’t i 
have a college men’s swim- ' 
ming team, because all swim­
mers have to go out of state.
Brenner said he hasn’t really 
thought about someday coach­
ing somewhere else. “This is a 
good job,” he said.
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Weather helps efficient new St. Patrick's hospital to open ahead of schedule
Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You’ll Ever Love 
AN EEO EMPLOYER
For Information Call DAN  OR JUDE  
SC Room 446 243-2839
M-W 11-2 T -T H -F  11-4
By Brian Justice
Kaimln Reporter
The new St. Patrick Hospital 
will be opened two to three 
months earlier than planned, 
according to Dominic Crolla, 
director of development and 
public relations at the hospital.
The new $37.4 million build­
ing, located behind the present 
St. Patrick Hospital on West 
Broadway, will be ready by the 
end of July instead of Septem­
ber as had been planned, 
Crolla said.
"It's coming along beautifully. 
We're (the hospital staff) all 
very excited," he said.
Loren Jacobson, assistant 
administrator In charge of fi­
nance and information ser­
vices, said that the earlier com­
pletion date is the result of the 
"absolutely fantastic weather 
last winter."
Only two days of construction 
w ere lost because of bad 
weather.
Jacobson said one advan-
tage of the hospital's early 
opening is that a reimburse­
ment from Medicare, amount­
ing to about $170,000 a month, 
will be received two months 
earlier. Medicare reimburse­
ment will help repay the debt 
for the construction of the new 
hospital and pay for replace­
ment of hospital equipment, he 
added.
Medicare reimbursement is 
used to reimburse hospitals for 
the cost of providing care to 
Medicare patients, Jacobson 
said.
Hospitals receive building 
costs from Medicare to the ex­
tent that Medicare recipients 
use the building, he added.
Jacobson said that with the 
existing hospital there is a 
similar Medicare cost reim­
bursement which amounts to 
about $400,000 a year. The 
cost reimbursement was initi­
ated in 1966 when the Medicare 
program was started at St. Pat­
rick Hospital.
The new hospital, Jacobson
500
WASH
&
J > k o h h £
DRYCLEANING & LAUNDRY
• Professional D17 Cleaning
• Complete Self Service Laundry
• Drop Off Service
• ALL NEW MAYTAG EQUIPMENT
• DRAPES CLEANED AND STEAM FOLDED
• 2 TRIPLE LOAD RUG WASHERS
• WARM CARPETED LOUNGE*FREE COFFEE
• COLOR T.V. • PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
• ATTENDANT ON DUTY
• NEW CONCEPT IN SELF SERVE
700 S.W. Higgins, Missoula * 728-7245
Next to Silvertip
Open: Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m.-8:00 o.m.: Sun. 10 a.m.-7 n.m.
said, will be cheaper to operate 
than the old hospital. It will be 
three times more energy-effi­
cient because of structural and 
technical developments, he 
said.
The heating system will be 
operated by a computer that 
will regulate the heat automat­
ically.
The new hospital will also be 
more labor efficient, Jacobson 
said, by about $600,000 a year.
However, the hospital will not 
reduce the labor force, Jacob­
son said. “There will be care 
for a greater number of pa­
tients with the same amount of 
staff,” he said.
Crolla said that the old hospi­
tal has long corridors which 
make service to the patients in­
convenient for the nurses. The 
new hospital, however, “will be 
much more scientifically laid 
out," he said.
The design of the new hospi­
tal, Crolla said, is triangular. 
The rooms are all on the out­
side with the nurses stations on 
the inside of the triangle. The 
nurses are able to see into all 
of the rooms in the triangle 
from their stations. This makes 
the work for the nurses easier 
and more efficient, he added.
C ro lla  said that the new
building will totally replace the 
old hospital with better surgical 
and nursing units. The  old 
building will be used for the 
mental health center, the alco­
hol treatment center and ad­
ministrative and physician's of­
fices, he added.
To  help finance the new hos­
pital, $1.5 million was donated 
by individual contributors, 
Crolla said. This includes busi­
nesses, local individuals and 
employees of St. Patrick Hos­
pital.
“Without that kind of help, 
building a hospital would be 
impossible,” Crolla said.
U M  professor makes his dream trip to Sarejevo
By Stephen Kemp
Unlvonity Relations
Going to the Olympic Games 
was a boyhood dream of Brian 
Sharkey's, and this week he 
will realize that dream in Sara­
jevo.
Sharkey, a physical educa­
tion professor at the University 
of Montana, “made the team” 
as coordinator of the U.S. Nor­
dic Ski Team  Sportsmedicine 
Council. At the Games he will 
meet with sports scientists 
from around the world and 
work on a program to train 
Nordic skiers for the 1988 
Olympics in Calgary, Alta.
Sharkey regularly tests ath­
letes from the U.S. Junior and 
Developm ent N ordic  Ski 
Team s to evaluate the effects 
of their Individual training 
programs. He also prescribes 
fitness programs for the skiers.
While abroad, he hopes to 
learn from the Scandinavian 
countries ways to prom ote 
cross-country skiing as a sport 
and personal fitness program 
In America.
Sharkey said the U.S. Nordic 
team has caught up with other 
countries in the Nordic events 
and should be a strong con­
tender at Sarajevo.
The team Is "pretty much ski­
ing as well as anyone in the 
world,” he said.
Traditionally, the Scandina­
vian, Russian and East German 
teams have dom inated the 
events.
Sharkey named Bill Koch
BRIAN SHARKEY, right, professor of physical educa­
tion at UM, and Rik Washburn, left, fit Bob Burnham 
with aquipmant to monitor oxygon Intaka while roller- 
skiing. (Photo by Virginia Brau)
and Kerry Lunch as America's programs and weight training
top prospects for medals in the 
Nordic events.
Sharkey, who has written a 
book on training for cross 
country ski racing for the U.S. 
team, said the team's training 
program  emphasizes endur­
ance and upper-body strength.
They use roller skiing and 
long runs to build endurance 
d u rin g  su m m e r tra in in g
Lonely? 
Need a Friend? 
Someone to
“We emphasize helping the beginner/” Talk to . . .
Bring This Coupon to Tropical World for
2 FR E E  G O L D F IS H
Limit one coupon per customer • Expires March 20.1984
549-871o l  
1947 S. Ave. W.
Store Hours— 10:00 am-7:00 pm 
Monday Thru Saturday 
Sunday 12-5
"If it swims, we’ve got it!’
to develop the upper body.
Sharkey's tests show that 
some athletes have improved 
their upper-body endurance as 
much as 20 percent in a year.
He said that 60 percent of a 
ski racer’s propulsion comes 
from the arms.
“A  trained skier can double­
pole for hours,” he said.
Sharkey recommends a simi­
lar program for weekend skiers 
who want to improve their per­
formance. For example, a com­
bination of running, hiking and 
bicycling is a good way to build 
endurance.
To  improve the upper body, 
he suggests power training—  
lifting a modest weight as fast 
as possible. This works with 
any weight-training exercise 
that simulates double-poling. 
Hiking or running with ski poles 
is also effective, he said.
You don't have to be espe­
cially young, tall or skinny to be 
a world-class Nordic skier, 
Sharkey explained. Although 
racers usually have well-devel­
oped upper bodies, there ap­
pears to be no significant rela­
tionship between physique and 
performance.
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Ground crew  muses landing; astronauts ready for another stro ll Todays
C A P E  CAN A V ER A L, Fla. —  
Tw o Challenger astronauts re­
fueled th e ir b a c k p a c k s  
Wednesday for an encore ven­
ture into open space, while offi­
cials on the ground worried 
that rain and clouds might pre­
vent the first Florida shuttle 
landing on Saturday.
Mission Control told the crew 
that “you’re the talk of the 
world” after the spectacular ex­
cursion that Bruce McCandless 
and Robert Stewart made into
lost or found
FOUNO: 2/3/84 O N  ML Sentinel, a pair of ladies' 
brown and beige gloves. Call 543-6981 to 
claim. 62-4
LO ST: S AM O YED -W O LF X; thick white and 
gray coat; very timid; brown vinyl collar; if 
called once, please call again; 721-0920.
. _________________________________ 62-4
REWARD: L O S T  on 1/11/84. Male German 
Shepherd, black and tan. O n 2/3/84 skinny, 
shepherd reported near The  Trailhead. Have 
you seen him? Any info on “Shey” please call 
Jenny, evenings, 728-8241. 61-4
WHOEVER T O O K  my U  of M jacket at the G riz- 
Cat game from under the student bleachers. I 
want it back, no questions asked. 243-4327. If 
not I hope it ignites while you're wearing it.
__________ 61-4
LO ST: S E T  of keys on Cartsberg beer key chain.
If found, please call Jeff at 243-2129. 61-4
LO ST OR stolen: Fri. night —  one light jacket —
blue. Please call 243-4604.______________60-3
FOUND: O N  500 block of Connell street —  
beige glove with decorative color knit; leather 
palm. Claim at Kaimin office. 60-4
LO ST: RAD IO Shack "LED " timer. Brown 
w/gold face. In or around J-B ldg . 1-31-64. 
Return to R TV  office. 60-4
LO ST: TW O  rings inside brown ringbox. Lost 
between U .C . and Chemistry bldg. 258-6069.
__________________________________________ 60-4
LOST: RED notebook containing Physics & 
Chem notes. Please return to Chem office or 
call 721-2945.___________________________59-4
LOST: FEB. 1st near Alder and Van Buren 
Streets —  tan and white Husky X female. Blue 
collar. “Sasha.” approx. 2 yr. old. 721-5147 or 
549-6322. 59-4
personals
KAIMIN C LA S S IFIED S  
$.60 per line— 1st day.
$-55 per line every consecutive day after 1st 
insertion!
5 words per line.
Cash in advance or at time of placement.
Transportation and lost and found ads free. 
______________ 42-72
IT S  A  SMALL W ORLD 
YOU HAVE N O TH IN G  T O  
LOSE BY TR Y IN G  
YO U  O N LY G O  ’R O U N D  O N C E  
IN LIFE
G O  FOR m ___________  62-1
MontPIRG focal Board elections are soon 
approaching. Campaign packets are avail­
able at MontPIRG. 729 Keith, and are due 
Weds., Feb. 22 at 5:00 p.m._________ 62-5
RODEO C LU B  meeting today. 4 p.m. at the 
Pressbox-. Vary important. Please attend.
■ __________________ •________ 62-1
TIRED O F mediocre radio? Tu n e  in KUFM
(1130) for exciting new muslcl_________ 62-1
PRE-LAW —  PRE-LAW . Dean Mudd to speak 
Feb. 14 at 7 p.m.. Room 204 in the Law School. 
All pre-law students and advisors welcome.
">  £ - ________________________ 62-2
TO M  BELL has mono! Th e  kid’s really down in 
the mouth. Write to him at 3727 Park Blvd. #4, 
San Diego. C A  92103. Call (619) 295-1275.
’ ■■■ ___________________________ 61-2
LUKE’S FA M O U S Talent Contest invites all 
Pickers, Singers, Comedians, Combos, 
Singles, Exotic Dancers. Animal Acts, etc. 
• w y  Wednesday nlte. $150.00 Grand Prize.
See Luke’s for details, 728-9461.________61-3
LUKES S TU D E N T Special —  $1.00 Heldleberg 
pitchers, 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. with student I.D. 
Tuesday thru Friday. Happy Hour 4 p.m. to 8
P-rn. 231 West Front. 726-9481._________ 61-3
KEEP TH IN G S  running smoothly with a carna- 
hon for your valentine On sale Feb. 6-10 in 
the Food Service by the UM  Spurs. 61-2
space Tuesday with no rope to 
anchor them to the shuttle.
McCandless and Stewart are 
scheduled for a second walk 
beginning at 6 a.m. E S T  Thurs­
day, but their three fellow 
astronauts joked they might 
fight for the chance “to share 
all the good deals."
President Reagan will tele­
phone the astronauts at 10:25 
a.m. Thursday from his ranch 
near Santa Barbara, Calif., 
d e puty  W hite H ouse press
help wanted
O V ER S EA S  JO B S  —  Summer, year round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia. Asia. All fields. 
$900-2000 month. Sightseeing, free info. 
Write IJC . P.O. Box 52-M T2, Corona Del Mar.
C A  92625._____________________________ 62-12
SKIERS U N ITE . Support the U. of M. ski teams, 
and alternative intercollegiate sports at the 
C B  formal lobbying. Help us survive. Tues.. 
Feb. 14, 8:30 p.m., Montana Rooms. 62-2 
N EE D  B A B Y S ITTE R  who is genuinely in­
terested in children for 4 yr. old. T  & T H  
mornings, 3-5 p.m. one afternoon. 721-2294.
_________ _________________________________ 62-2
W A N TE D : C R EA TIV E , energetic individual to 
work consistently 2-4 hrs./wk. placing and 
filling posters on campus. Earn $500 or more 
each school year. 1-800-243-6706. 61-5
services
NAOM I LEV. licensed masseuse. Life Develop­
ment Center. Mon.. Wed., Fri., Sat. By 
appointment. 721-1774. 62-1
typiflfl. f— -
P R O F E S S IO N A L  T Y P I N G .  C a m p u s  
pickup/delivery. 251-4125 after5 p.m. Berta P.
___________________________________________62-1
IN HOM E, $1 ♦ up/pg. Leona. 721-9307. 61-3
TY P IN G  —  FA ST, accurate, experienced. 721-
5928.__________________________________ 58-16
C O M P U TE R /TYP E: Student and Professional
typing. 251-4646.______________________ 57-13
S H AM R O C K  S E C R E TA R IA L SER V IC E 
We specialize in student typing.
251-3828 and 251-3904 44-32
transportation
R IDE N E E D E D  to Billings on Friday. Feb. 10 —  
one way only. Will share expenses. Call 243- 
2537.___________________________________ 59-4
RIDER N EE D ED  —  Going to Bozeman Fri. 2/10. 
Leaving late afternoon. Call Martin at 549- 
9655.  61-3
RIDERS N EE D ED  (2) to Great Falls. Fri., 2/10at 
3:30 p.m. Return Mon., 2/13 by 7 p.m. Call 
Curtis. 728-1843.________________________61-3
R IDE N EE D ED  (1) to Helena Friday. Feb. 10 
after 1 p.m. Call Ann, 721-0897. 61-3
SPRING  BREAK: Area of Ohio. Can leave 
anytime during exam week. Call Tim , 721- 
3149.  61-4
'secretary Larry Speakes said. 
Speakes said McCandless and 
Stewart “will be outside their 
spacecraft” when they receive 
the call.
The five Americans weren't 
the. only humans orbiting the 
e a r t h ,  t h e  S o v i e t  U n i o n  
launched a Soyuz spacecraft 
carrying three cosmonauts to 
its Salyut-7 space station.
The North American Aero­
space Defense Com m and said 
the Soviets were separated
RIDE N EE D ED : T o  Seattle area. Leaving after 
Friday of finals week; for one person and a 
motorcycle. Will share expenses and driving.
Contact Reid —  728-7586._____________ 61-4
RIDE N EE D ED  to Bozeman Friday the 10th and 
return on Sun. or Mon. Please call Kari at 243- 
2285 Keep trying. Will share expenses. 61-3 
RIDE N EE D ED  for one, possibly two. to 
Wenatchee. W A or anywhere in north central 
W A either of the three-day weekends in 
February. Can leave Friday after 2 p.m. Will 
share expenses. Maribeth. 728-4171, leave 
message. 60-4
for sale
FOR SALE: Yamaha FG-160 Guitar. Best offer. 
Call 721-6763 or 543-5443 and leave a 
message. 62-2
FOR SALE: Gemeinhardt B-flat flute. Excellent 
condition. Best offer. Call 721-6763 or 543- 
5443. Keep trying. 62-2
N C A A  B A S K ETBA LL Championships Final 
Four tickets available. Call 728-7765 or 549- 
9949. 61-3
BE SUR E to buy your A T O  Little Sister raffle 
tickets, only 50C. O n sale at U C  and Lodge 
Food Service. «  61-3
automotive
1966 B U IC K  2-door. $150.00. 549-0177. 62-3
wanted to rent
R OOM  N EE D ED  for spring quarter. Call 543- 
4721 after 7 p.m. 62-2
N EE D  A  place near campus spring quarter. 
Affordable. Call Doug. 251-2405. 62-3
for rent
T O  SHARE —  3 bdrm. house, garage, storage- 
shed. Furnished. $92 month ♦ utilities. Call
after 3 p.m., 721-1522._________________ 62-2
N IC E C O U N TR Y  home 10 mi. east of Missoula. 
No rent ♦ summer salary to the right married 
couple in exchange for farm chores. Must be 
free during summer months. School O K  rest 
of year. No children. No dogs. Available May 
1st. 258-6333. 59-5
roommates needed
FEM A LE T O  share —  5492421. 549-9841.
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from the shuttle by only 575 
miles. Once before a shuttle 
and a m anned Soviet ship 
passed within 12 miles of each 
other, but the Americans did 
not see the cosmonauts.
Com m ander Vance Brand re­
ported that everyone on the 
shuttle "is feeling on top of the 
world."
Challenger pilot Robert G ib­
son, who is rarely heard to 
speak from space, told Ross 
that "W e talked it over on 
board and we decided that in 
order to share all the good 
deals, Vance and I get to go 
outside tomorrow.”
But Brand added that the 
fifth crewman, Ronald McNair, 
“says he's going to fight all of 
us to go outside tomorrow. I 
think he’s tougher than any of 
us; we may have to listen to 
him.”
EVENTS
•Student art exhibition, 7:30 p.m.. Gallery of 
Visual Arts.
•Mathematics Colloquium, "Steady State and 
Transition Models In Biochemical Systems," by 
Barbara Wright, 4 p.m., Math 109. 
•"Alzheimer's Disease," by Dr. Gary F. Walter, 
11 a.m.. Chemistry-Pharmacy Building, room 
109.
M E E TIN Q 8
•Sigma Xi, "Weight Control: Research, Theory 
and Implications," Sharon Dlnkle, noon. Sci­
ence Complex 304.
•Alcoholics Anonymous, noon at the Ark, 538 
University Ave.
•Central Board formal lobbying. 6 p.m.. Mount 
Sentinel Room
W ORKSHOPS
•Home Attendant workshop, 9 a.m., M T Room, 
360F.
•Assertiveness Training for Women, 7 p.m., 
Womens's Resource Center.
•Career Assessment workshop, noon. Main 
Hall, room 206.
INTERVIEWS
•First Bank System, Inc., sign up in the Career 
Services office, Lodge 148. Deadline is 3 p.m.
FILM
•“Dragonslayer," 8 p.m., UC  Ballroom.
TOD A Y IN  HISTOR Y
February 9
Paul Laurence Dunbar — Poet 
1872-1906
He achieved international fame in 1896 when his 
second book of poems was reviewed in Harper’s 
Monthly. Early in life he developed a philosophy of 
accepting the thorns along with the rose, and this 
enabled him to endure the final years of ill health which 
preceeded his death on February 9, 1906.
William T. Shorey — Sea Captain 
1901
On this day, he sailed from San Francisco aboard the 
“John and Winthrope.” Captain Shorey and his crew 
caught four whales in the Okhotsk.
Presented by the UM BSU
COUPON
spec,AL
S U G A R
JSHACK
\i®s
Limit One 
per customer 
W alk-up W indow 
Open 1:00 A.M .
Next to Hellgate High 
School & Sparkle Laundry 
Doors Open 
5 A.M .
In the Dark Ages, Magic was a weapon. 
Love was a mystery. 
Adventure was everywhere . . .
Dragons were real.
Thursday Feb. 9 8 PM U C  Ballroom 
$1— UM  S T U D E N T S  $2 G E N E R A L
ASUM Programming Presentation
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Continued from page 1.
Lewis said Atsushi Fujita, 
president of Tele-Planning In­
ternational Corporation, the 
division of Mitsubishi handling 
the promotion of the game, will 
be in Missoula in April. At that 
time Lewis said he will try to 
negotiate a deal that will in­
clude the marching band in the 
UM entourage.
The Japanese have a "fasci­
nation" with Native Americans 
and a possible half-time show 
would “allow a little of our Na­
tive American culture to be ex­
perienced by the Japanese," 
Lewis said.
A 10-day tour package, “The 
Grizzlies in the Orient,” is being 
coordinated by Topp Travel of 
Missoula. After a week of tour­
ing Japan, the group will attend 
the Grizzly-Army game.
Carol Brown, of Topp Travel, 
said there has been a “tremen­
dous interest shown" and her 
office is getting 30 to 40 calls a 
day asking about the tour.
Although UM  has not yet 
been able to scout the Army 
squad. Head Football Coach 
Larry Donovan said he is "hop­
ing we compare favarabty” to 
Arm y on the field.
The Mirage Bowl will be the 
weekend following the Grizzl­
ies' last regular season game, 
and a week before N C AA Divi­
sion 1 -A A  playoffs begin. In the 
event that the Grizzlies make 
the playoffs, Larry Donovan 
said the team will be able to 
work around any problems, 
such as jet lag and lack of 
preparation tim e, that may 
arise because of the trip.
“We are one of the few foot­
ball teams in America with the 
opportunity to play in two bowl 
games this year, Donovan said.
Continued from page 1.
•requires groups funded in 
February to submit an adjusted 
budget by July 1.
•requires group registration 
forms to be submitted by Oct. 
31,
•gives the ASUM  business 
manager power to freeze a 
group’s account if neither of 
these requirements are filled.
•requires a two-week waiting 
period before funds can be 
spent after each submission.
C B  also voted 16-3 to expand 
the number of buildings where 
polling booths will be located 
to three from the Elections
Committee's request of one. 
A S U M  Vice President Paula 
Jellison, committee chairman, 
said the election would be bet­
ter run if there were three pol­
ling booths in one building, the 
U niversity C enter, but C B  
Member Carlos Pedraza dis­
agreed, saying that the election 
should be as "accessible as 
possible."
Patterson did not oppose 
having three separate polling 
places on campus, but argued 
that the Lodge, one of the pol­
ling places, would give an un­
fair advantage to on-campus 
and som e o ff-cam p us stu­
ASUM PROGRAMMING PRESENTS
To p  American Prizewinner 1982 Tchaikovsky Competition
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2S S PM W UM A THEATRE
TICKETS: GENERAL $9, $7.56, $6 
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS $5 
TICKET IN F O R M A T IO N  243-4999
dents, because of its accessi­
bility.
The three polling places will 
be the University Center, the 
Lodge and the Liberal Arts 
Building.
In other business: 
eC B  voted to not overturn a 
decision by the Budget and Fi­
nance Committee denying a re­
quest by the cam pus Voter
Registration Com m ittee for 
$200. The money would have 
been spent to help fund a rep­
resentative to travel to the Na­
tional Voter Registration Con­
ference in Massachusetts this 
weekend.
•CB accepted a late budget 
entry of $1,000 for the Aber 
Day Committee.
Have you had problems finding 
that perfect Valentine that says 
exactly what you want it to say? 
Well you can write your own 
Valentine, by taking advantage 
o f  our xh  price offer (30c per 
line) in the K A IM IN  personal 
section o f  our Valentine’s Day 
issue
F R ID A  Y, F E B R U A R Y  10
(The Kaimin won’t be published on Tuesday, Feb. 14)
Let that special someone know that you care.
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